
Zeck All Black Spinning Rod 2,40m 30-80g

Zeck Fishing

Product number: HR-053646

High quality spinning rod for predator fishing.

Weight: 0.175 kg
109,95 € * 109,95 €

Fulfil your fishing dreams with the Zeck All Black Spinning Rod, a masterfully crafted fishing tackle that 
adds versatility and precision to your fishing adventures. Whether you're an avid angler or a beginner, the 
Zeck All Black Spinning Rod offers a range of models designed specifically for different fishing 
requirements.

The 2.13m 5-20g All Black Spinning Rod is a true all-rounder, perfect for a variety of uses. Its handy size 
and short transport length make it the ideal choice for the urban angler who appreciates mobility. It is 
particularly suitable for jigging for perch, but also for spin fishing for chub and trout.

For a more intense fishing challenge, the 2.40m 10-40g All Black spinning rod is an excellent companion. 
It's perfect for jigging for zander and big perch and also performs strongly when fishing with plugs, spinners 
and spoons.

When it comes to pike, the 2.40m 30-80g All Black spinning rod is your reliable partner. It is ideal for 
reeling in big lures and showing its strength when jigging or using large twitch and small jerkbaits.

For versatile fishing, the 2.70m 15-50g All Black Spinning Rod offers impressive casting distance and can 
be used in a variety of ways - with plugs, topwater lures or metal baits. It is a great choice if you are looking 
for a spinning rod that can cover all fish species.

The 2.70m 30-80g All Black spinning rod will take your bank fishing to a new level. It is a powerful pike 
rod with a tough, robust design and is great for jigging in big streams for zander.

Each Zeck All Black spinning rod is made from high quality carbon fibre and offers lightness and strength in 
a compact two-piece shape. With comfortable EVA handle material and a Fuji removable hook holder, these 
rods offer exceptional comfort and ease of use.



Add the Zeck All Black Spinning Rod to your fishing gear and experience the pleasure of fishing with 
quality and confidence. Don't miss this opportunity to increase your fishing success and equip yourself with 
a Zeck All Black spinning rod today.

Two-part
Blank material: carbon fibre
Removable hook holder: Fuji EHKM-B
Handle material: EVA

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=b78b1f842aa3802ae8f72390d1864999

